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The Conference on the Future of Europe is a major pan-European democratic exercise holding the potential to be open, inclusive, and transparent, though for the Visegrad region to benefit from it, its stakeholders must overcome its limits and focus on designing new partnerships.

Also, the active role of the V4 civil society is somewhat limited as the V4 region lacks the long-term culture of healthy democratic debate. At the same time, civil society participation in the V4 countries (mainly in Poland and Hungary) dropped the most out of the EU countries in the last 10 years.

The CoFoE mainly pays attention to the EU, and not Europe as such or to the Western Balkans, a region of geopolitical importance to the V4 states. The Visegrad states can play a proactive role in drawing the Western Balkan states into the CoFoE and act as a bridge between this region and the EU, especially in the context of the highly topical and multi-faceted climate agenda.

As the V4 states themselves are rather climate-lukewarm and lack an overarching long-term political strategy for decarbonisation, there is the potential for collaboration among more climate ambitious stakeholders (municipalities, academia, private sector etc.) from the V4 region, for instance with stakeholders from the Nordic states, and the Western Balkan states, that are active in areas of common interest, such as just transition, forestry, transport, and institutional leadership (and ownership).
Recommendations

Relevant actors in the V4 region should follow the process of the CoFoE more and provide space for discussion around topics of joint interest such as just transition, forestry, transport, and leadership. The discussion holds the potential to collaboratively develop practical solutions to climate change in transnational affairs.

Competent actors in the V4 region can imitate several components of the CoFoE, such as the European Citizens’ Panel including its focus on representativeness, and organize debates on the most key and interesting topics tailored to the regions’ citizens. These events can then enhance citizens’ understanding of the issues. More debates can be organized also within the V4 region and in partnership with representatives of other regions, EU and non-EU, esp. the Western Balkan states.

V4 actors, including the CSOs, can push for the CoFoE to come to specific conclusions and address topics that are important from their perspective, such as the inclusion of the Western Balkan states, just transition, the ending of fossil fuel subsidies in the EU and abroad etc. As several Recovery and Resilience Plans are given the green light by the European Commission, it is in the interests of media, municipalities, businesses as well as the CSOs and governments to oversee the actual implementation of the plans to ensure that funds directed towards meeting climate objectives are not misused and that they are employed in the most effective, transparent, and just manner.
Introduction

The Conference on the Future of Europe (CoFoE) was set up by the European Parliament, the European Commission and the EU Council, for European citizens to discuss the key challenges and future priorities of the EU and how to approach them. After a delay caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, the CoFoE was officially launched on Europe Day, March 9, 2021, with a rather broad agenda. Its 9 topics\(^1\) cover a range of issues from European democracy and social, economic and cultural issues to climate change and the environment, and the role of the EU in the world.

These latter two categories were also, largely, the subject of an international expert conference titled “The Future of Europe: What Role for Visegrad Cooperation?”, which took place on June 15, 2021. This online conference dealt with the role of the Visegrad states within the CoFoE – namely their potential for cooperation with other EU regions and their role in drawing the Western Balkan states into the conference, as well as with international cooperation and the sharing of good practices regarding the climate agenda.

The online conference was the final outcome of the project "Connecting V4 and other regional expert networks & researching potential for future EU coalitions" which focused on building inter-regional bridges across the EU by connecting V4 and other regional expert networks and thus researching the potential for future EU coalitions. The project activities were organized by the Association for International Affairs (AMO) in cooperation with the Res Publica Foundation / Visegrad Insight, the Centre for Euro-Atlantic Integration and Democracy and the Slovak Foreign Policy Association with the support of the International Visegrad Fund.

This policy brief is built around the two panels of the final international conference and summarizes key points raised by the speakers as well as the main conclusions. The first part of the brief focuses on challenges linked to the CoFoE in relation to the rather limited extent to which the Visegrad Group’s civil society organisations are able to participate in domestic consultation processes. Also, the role of the V4 states in relation to the Western Balkan states is further discussed in the context of the CoFoE. The second part of the brief addresses the topic of climate change and how adaptation and mitigation in selected areas can lead to or strengthen cooperation not only within the EU, and especially with the Nordic countries, but also in regards to the Western Balkan states. Based on the discussion, the thematic areas that hold the potential for cooperation include just transition, forestry, transport, and (institutional and political) leadership.

1. Conference on the Future of Europe – or of the “European Union”?\(^2\)

While the CoFoE is presented as “a unique and timely opportunity for European citizens to debate on Europe’s challenges and priorities,”\(^2\) its structure creates several shortcomings that make it difficult to fulfill this goal.

One of the potential dangers that was discussed during the online conference was the risk that the national governments who are among the organizers of events within the CoFoE could use this opportunity to push their own political agenda. This fear is particularly relevant regarding the Visegrad group, as concerns

\(^1\) Climate change and the environment; Health; A stronger economy, social justice and jobs; EU in the world; Values and rights, rule of law, security; Digital transformation; European democracy; Migration; Education, culture, youth and sport; and “other ideas” - “Topics - Conference on the Future of Europe,” https://futureu.europa.eu/processes?locale=en.

over compliance with the rule of law in Poland and especially in Hungary have been rising in recent years.

The key factor in limiting the risk of the CoFoE being "hijacked" by national governments and via their government-organized non-governmental organizations for their own agendas is the broad participation of civil society organizations (CSO) in the process. Yet at the same time, the trends for involving civil society in policy consultations in Poland and Hungary are alarming and create yet another challenge for a meaningful and successful CoFoE. For instance, the index of CSO participatory environment\(^3\) shows that since 2010, the CSO participation in consultations on policies relevant to their members dropped overall in the European Union - and especially in the V4. The biggest fall happened in Poland - while in 2010, it was among the EU countries with the highest level of participatory democracy, its index has halved in the last ten years. Hungary was already in last place in the EU in 2010 and by 2019 it had fallen to an all-time low.

![CSO participatory environment](https://tcdata360.worldbank.org/indicators/hcbb51f0d?country=BRA&indicator=41856&viz=line_chart&years=1975,2018)

The political environment that inhibits participation puts great pressure on CSOs in the V4 states which need to find constructive ways in which to get engaged in the conference. The questions being debated within the CoFoE framework, for instance those within the topic of "European democracy", are also key problems about which the CSOs in Central Europe have a lot to say from their own experience.

One of the areas where the V4 CSOs could play an important role is that of cooperation with the Western Balkan countries. While the CoFoE should discuss "the future of Europe", it has also been criticised that the prospective future EU members were not invited to participate, not even as observers.\(^4\) As was pointed out during the online debate, "the conference as such is called 'Conference on the Future of Europe',

---


\(^4\) While during the Convention on the Future of Europe (2001–2003), representatives of the governments and national parliaments of the accession candidate countries were involved in the process. Thanks to that, the countries (including the four Visegrad countries) had a chance to learn about issues important to the European Union and strengthen their understanding of the European processes.
not the future of the European Union”, yet some European countries were not invited to join the debate on the future of the continent.

Leaving the Western Balkans - the official or potential EU candidate countries - out of the CoFoE not only sends a negative message, but it’s also a missed opportunity for the EU to engage its European partners in conversations about topics relevant for our common future. For the Visegrad Group specifically, this situation brings an opportunity to work on a positive V4 agenda and to get involved in drawing the Western Balkan countries nearer to the debates.

Acting together, the four countries could have a role in this process and encourage the move towards enlargement on the EU level, bringing the Western Balkans agenda into the spotlight. The suggestions raised during the online expert conference include that “like-minded countries in the EU supportive towards the enlargement should be gathered together, e.g. through an informal group of ‘friends of enlargement’” in which the V4 states could play a major role as bridge-builders. For that, the four states would have to cooperate closely in the upcoming months, articulate their common position in the process and have a real regional approach. The V4 could also cooperate with other regions and regional platforms in different formats - they could get more involved in the Berlin Process (an initiative to strengthen regional cooperation in the Western Balkans and the process of their integration into the EU, in which the V4 group is represented only by Poland), the Slavkov Triangle (a regional cooperation platform of the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Austria) or the Salzburg Forum (a partnership of Central European countries focused on internal security and related cross-border cooperation, in which all the V4 countries participate; the Western Balkan countries are involved in the Group of Friends of the Forum).

The V4 states have already expressed their willingness to be active in this regard in the Joint Statement of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Visegrad Group Countries on the Western Balkans: “Taking into consideration the common European future of the current EU Member States and the Western Balkans, the V4 ministers expressed their support for including the Western Balkan partners in the framework of the Conference on the Future of Europe. They underlined the need for effective communication on the benefits of the enlargement process for the candidate countries and its citizens as well as for countering disinformation.”

Moreover, the current Hungarian V4 presidency lists the Conference on the Future of Europe and cooperation with partners in the Western Balkans among its priorities. Together with Austria, the four Visegrad countries have also asked the European institutions to involve the Western Balkans in the Conference in a common non-paper. Nevertheless, their efforts have not yet been successful.

Even if the Western Balkan countries aren’t able to participate in the official part of the CoFoE, the V4 countries could still play a role in presenting the voices of

---

7 “The exchange of experiences on addressing the multiple security challenges and threats that the Western Balkan region is facing (e.g., migration) is a priority – in this context sharing best practices related to integrated border management is crucial. Building on national practices, the V4 will address the issue of involving the countries of the region in the events of the Conference on the Future of the EU.” “Programme of the Presidency,” The Hungarian Presidency 2021/22 of the Visegrad Group, https://v4.mfa.gov.hu/asset/view/139043/Programme_of_the_HU_V4_Presidency_2021-22.pdf.
the region on different platforms. Individual member states could provide their assistance to the civil society organizations in the Western Balkans, involve them in the process and support the production of analyses of their countries on the different issues connected with the CoFoE. The V4 could either support them directly, or help them to find support from the different EU institutions or European political parties. A good example of such cooperation could be the panel “What can the Western Balkans do for the EU?” organised as part of the Prespa Forum Dialogue, which took place on 2 July 2021 as the first in a series of public and civic contributions from the region to the CoFoE. The panel was supported by the German Council on Foreign Relations and the EEAS StratCom Western Balkans Task Force. The V4 could use this example and create similar initiatives.9

The suggestion that the V4 states should play a role in bringing the Western Balkan states into the CoFoE was also strongly supported by the majority of the participants of the online conference, who expressed their opinion in this poll:

Poll 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2. The V4’s (Inner) Climate-Compass towards Climate Neutrality

As the topics of climate change, adaptation and mitigation are becoming dominant in the EU legislature, as well as in the CoFoE, the second panel of the online debate was dedicated to regional cooperation within the EU in this field. The V4’s contribution to the EU’s climate ambitions was, even before the pandemic, and still is rather lukewarm. In fact, anti-climate change narratives were identified as “a scapegoat for Central European populists who have been using the topic's inherent long-term nature to buttress their voters' support” and thus for their own political goals instead of using the topic's potential to strengthen social cohesion, communicate the power of new green growth or new jobs, and the overall positive narrative of the EU’s leadership role as a climate champion. In relation to strengthening global resilience abroad, the V4 states have also been quite hesitant to contribute to the Green Climate Fund via which mitigation and adaptation capacities of developing countries are built.

On the other hand, the EU as such did not drop the subject of climate change, or its urgency, even during the waves of the pandemic. Hoping to make use of synergies, the EU’s recovery plan aimed “to lay foundations for a sustainable and climate-neutral Europe”. By combining the post-Covid recovery with the green transition, EU Member States were pushed, for instance, to prepare and communicate their National Recovery and Resilience Plans (RRP) in order to receive funding from the 672.5 bn Euro Recovery and Resilience Facility. Although the RRRPs are being analysed by the European Commission at the moment, the Green Recovery Tracker tool indicates the contribution of national Covid-19 recovery efforts towards a climate neutral EU.

Based on the Tracker which provides a critical analysis of the RRRPs of 18 EU Member States, many states may have difficulties reaching the minimum of 37% for climate investments and reforms, a benchmark set by the European Commission. Whereas the average of the V4 states was found to be around only 30%, the analysed countries with the estimated highest green share were Finland (42%) and Belgium (41%). In relation to sectoral analysis, the sector to which most funds were dedicated from all the V4 states was mobility, especially the modernisation of railway infrastructure.

Despite the aforementioned analysis, in mid-July the European Commission endorsed the first recovery disbursements for several countries including Slovakia and Czechia. In the Commission’s view, the countries surpassed the relevant benchmarks with Czechia allocating 42% of funds to support climate objectives, and Slovakia allocating 43%. The RRRPs of the V4 states did not get away without criticism from regional CSOs. What is more, it has to be pointed out that there is a conflict

of interest of the Czech Prime Minister, recognised by the European Commission, which can prevent the Czech Republic from receiving the requested funds. Specifically, in relation to Prime Minister’s Babiš’ conflict of interest, the President of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, stated that there is “a requirement to provide and collect information about the people behind the entities that receive funding. These milestones must be met before the first large sum is paid in mid-2022.”

Talks are also ongoing in regards to possible misuse of funds by the Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán.

Putting the national recovery plans into the context of the Fit for 55 package, the President of the European Commission, stated that via the European Green Deal and the package, “Europe walks the talk on climate policies through innovation, investment and social compensation.” The President also stressed in a press conference following the presentation of the package that the EU “can rely on the most precious renewable resource in the world - and this is our ideas, our ingenuity, our innovative power of our people”. However, when comparing the funds allocated to green research and innovation via the RRPs, there is a visible gap, “an innovation gap”, between the amounts of spending allocated to green research and innovation policies by Central and Eastern European Member States and by the EU-15 Member States (predominantly Western European countries that joined the EU before 2004). The analysis of E3G further suggests that aggregate innovation performance is the highest in Sweden, Finland and Denmark, whereas Slovakia and the Czech Republic are doing only relatively well in innovation efficiency. Thus what may be a key ingredient is funding as the E3G analysis suggests that “bridging the funding gap between Central/Eastern and Western Europe would have a significant impact on EU R&I performance”. The funding opportunities that the EU offers via the Recovery and Resilience Facility do not, though, seem planned to be well spent – Czechia and Slovakia do not seem to directly gear any funds towards green research and innovation. In Poland’s RRP, less than 4% is clearly tied to green research and innovation. Hungary was not assessed in the report.

Another report that could shed light on the stance of the V4 is the Sustainable Development Report 2021 which was released in June 2021 and assesses the progress of all 193 UN Member States in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Based on the report’s methodology, the ranking was spearheaded by Finland, Sweden and Denmark. The V4 States were all in the top 25. Looking at the scores of individual V4 countries, it is interesting to note which goals seem unattainable and where “major challenges remain” in achieving the goal.

Czechia - Zero Hunger, Climate Action, Partnership for the Goals
Hungary - Zero Hunger, Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure, and Climate Action
Poland - Affordable and Clean Energy, Climate Action, Life Below Water, Partnership for the Goals
Slovakia - Zero Hunger, Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure, and Climate Action.

---

20 The Czech Republic ranked 12th, Poland 15th, Slovakia 19th and Hungary 25th.
The V4 countries were also ranked relatively high in the spillover performance – the country’s action having positive or negative effects on other countries’ abilities to achieve the SDGs. In comparison to the standard SDG ranking, the spillover index tracked countries’ impacts abroad meaning that “highly” ranked countries are in fact quite significantly undermining other countries’ progress in sustainable development. Negative effects were linked mainly to the exports of hazardous pesticides (CZ), CO₂ emissions embedded in imports (CZ, SK, PL, HU), international concessional public finances including ODA (CZ, SK, PL, HU) and financial secrecy score (CZ, PL).

As the SDG rankings show, the lack of ambition in climate action extends beyond state borders affecting the global context with the imports of CO₂ emissions and in not providing sufficient official development assistance to developing countries vulnerable to climate change impacts.

Based on the stated information on the RRPs and SDG rankings, it is clear that although the European Commission is trying via its climate and energy legislation to pave the way also for the rest of the world towards a climate neutral future, the attitudes of individual Member States vary. In the V4 region, the dependency on fossil fuels is conspicuous, yet what is even more profound is the ignorance of scientific understanding, the lack of a positive narrative by political leaders needed to stress the urgency of tackling climate change, and the lack of leadership as such to create an overarching (institutional) strategy that would provide tangible milestones credible to different actors - citizens, the private sector, municipalities, international partners, and others. The position of the V4 region as a climate laggard is also evident in the Climate Change Performance Index 2021, which evaluates 57 countries and the EU, entities which together are responsible for 90% of greenhouse gas emissions. Whereas the EU was ranked 16 (high performance), and the Slovak Republic ranked 31 (medium performance), the Czech Republic was ranked 47th, Poland 48th, and Hungary 50th (all very low performance). The only other EU Member State ranked lower was Slovenia (51st). Categories that were taken into account were GHG emissions (40% weighting), renewable energy (20% weighting), energy use (20% weighting), and climate policy (20% weighting).

3. Overcoming inner barriers and being fit for more

When talking about obstacles that limit the ability of the V4 states to decarbonise effectively while at the same time taking into consideration the impacts the process will have on the society and economy, several areas emerge as being especially difficult to transform into a green low emission sector. Among the most evident sectors are the energy sector and also transportation. Both the Czech Republic and Slovakia are also among the world’s largest car manufacturers per capita. In fact, Slovakia with its population of 5.45 million is the world’s top manufacturer of cars per capita - in 2019, more than 1 100 000 cars were made there, which corresponds to 220 cars/1000 inhabitants. In both countries, the automotive sector is the backbone of the states’ industries and industrial exports. However, due to the reliance

---


on the manufacturing sector, out of OECD countries Slovakia has the largest share of jobs at risk of automation. Czech Republic and Poland are also above the OECD average, while Norway, Finland, and Sweden have the lowest percentage of jobs at risk. What’s more, Poland and the Slovak Republic rank very low in providing job-related training to workers, the Czech Republic being slightly above the OECD average. Denmark, Norway and Finland provide the most training.

Besides the energy intensive industries and overall heavy dependence on fossil fuels, the countries of the V4 are often identified as those that lack an overarching strategy on how to decarbonise in an efficient and just way. By being inconsistent and blocking the EU climate neutrality goal and by emphasising the place for nuclear energy in the energy mix, the V4 continues to be seen as an actor demanding special treatment. One of the possible exceptions may seemingly be Hungary which set a 2050 climate neutrality goal in 2019, yet many point to the misleading “Christian conservative green policy” and Viktor Orbán's practice of prioritising business over climate action.

As a result of the impacts of climate change becoming more and more visible, climate action momentum being pushed forward also in a legislative context by the EU and because communication of the climate agenda is beyond the control of the rather populist V4 political representation, there are a number of initiatives in the V4 states that demonstrate the will to challenge their national unambitious rhetoric and behaviour.

Just to mention a few, it is important to note, for instance, the initiative of the four capital cities which sent an open letter to the EU asking for support in tackling climate change and the pandemic. The mayors point to the fact that the capitals of the V4 “have very limited access to structural and cohesion funds of the EU”, and thus suggest the possibility of targeted funding for cities. The strengthened partnership is essential as the cities are finding themselves to be in a situation where “the [Czech] national government is taking our investment funds away from us”, whereas the capitals are ready to help build a “healthy, green and resilient Europe”.

The V4 citizens are also becoming increasingly more aware of the need to tackle climate change and support the aim of a climate-neutral Europe by 2050, as the 2021 Eurobarometer Survey shows despite the economic and pandemic hardship. Responses reflecting the stances of the V4 population slightly vary, but overall they agree that

- reducing fossil fuel imports can increase energy security and benefit the EU economically (CZ - 57%, HU - 76 %, SK - 74%, PL - 72%; EU average - 72 %);
- more public financial support should be given to the transition to clean energies (CZ - 74%, HU - 89 %, SK - 83 %, PL - 86%; EU average - 84%);

---

Data for Hungary is not available.
governments in the EU are mainly responsible for tackling climate change (CZ - 56%, HU - 43%, SK - 58%, PL - 50%) as well as businesses and industry (CZ - 54% HU - 52%, SK - 61%), except in Poland where the EU (37%) is seen as the second key actor after the national government;

- taking action on climate change will lead to innovation and increased competitiveness of EU companies (CZ - 63%, HU - 77%, SK - 80%, PL - 78%, EU average - 79%).

National surveys also show an emerging trend in acknowledging climate change’s critical role. For instance, data from Hungary suggest that “82 % of Hungarians agree that climate change is one of the most important issues and that everyone should be much more concerned about it”. In the Czech Republic, 83 % agree that the EU should be a climate-neutral entity, though 51 % fear the economic impacts of decarbonisation. Concerning organized climate-action, one of the citizen-led Slovak initiatives calls for legally binding climate neutrality by 2040, while in the Czech Republic and Poland several ministries are being sued for not taking the climate action they committed themselves to by, for instance, ratifying the Paris Agreement, and for breaching human rights and violating individual rights. Paradoxically, and simultaneously, the Czech Republic is suing Poland at the European Court of Justice over the extension of the Turow open-pit brown coal mine.

The need for climate action is further to a certain degree supported by the private sector, for instance the car manufacturer ŠKODA within the Volkswagen Group aims to be climate neutral by 2050 and is waiting for EU legislation to be adopted to make strategic decisions. After the publication of the Fit for 55 package, ŠKODA publicly continued to share a positive narrative about the green transformation stressing that the European car manufacturers will be at the forefront of innovating electric vehicles as they are today with combustion engines. Similarly, ČEZ Group (the Czech semi-public utility company), officially supports the transition towards clean energy. These companies are also creating partnerships with the non-governmental sector and municipalities aiming to develop low-emission and climate-resilient infrastructure.

---

4. With whom, how, and about what? New partnerships in the decarbonisation era

With the European Green Deal, the Climate Law, and the Fit for 55 package having been presented to the Member States, the goal of climate-neutrality is already agreed upon while the road ahead is still being somewhat planned. How can the V4 region contribute to the sustainable decarbonisation of the EU, create constructive partnerships, and share lessons learned with the Balkan states?

Based on June’s conference on V4 partnership, there was consensus that the Visegrad countries should cooperate the most with the Nordic states in order to successfully implement climate projects (see chart):

**Poll 2**

With which of the following partner-regions could the Visegrad countries cooperate more in order to successfully implement climate projects?

- Benelux: 0%
- Nordic countries: 69%
- Balkan countries: 23%
- Baltic countries: 8%
- Other EU states: 0%


When discussing the main challenges that the Visegrad region faces in tackling the climate crisis, the following was mentioned by participants: political irresponsibility, lack of political will, money, structure of economy, unconstructive mindset, corruption, decision processes, business lobby, interestingly also “negotiating habits”, and an economy dependent on coal. Further, the “ingredients” that would help strengthen the V4 in tackling climate change and the health crisis simultaneously included: developing common EU values, more political courage, moral strength, learning best practices, sharing lessons learned, and EU financial support.

Based on the expert discussion, it was stressed by panelists from Latvia, Croatia, and the Czech Republic that although the European Green Deal provides a political framework for the EU as such, what is lacking in their region is an overarching long-term strategy built on the leadership of politicians and the much needed ownership of all stakeholders. In this regard, several areas were identified in which the Visegrad regions could collaborate more with the Nordic countries to not only implement climate policies, but also strengthen capabilities and improve their knowledge base, and be an inspirational partner to others. What’s more, these areas are also those which are relevant to the Nordic countries in terms of their own bumpy
road towards decarbonisation: just transition, forests, transport, and institutional leadership.

JUST TRANSITION

The need to ensure that economies decarbonise while at the same time the uneven distribution of costs and impacts associated with climate change are addressed and regions impacted the most are supported “in finding new livelihoods and managing the social, economic and environmental legacies of industrial change” is a challenge for many EU regions. In this regard, several V4 regions are impacted (3 in Czechia, 2 in Hungary and Slovakia, 9 in Poland) as well as several regions, for instance, in the Nordic region (1 in Denmark, 7 in Finland, 2 in Sweden).

In order to share experience, it is important to look at existing initiatives that are focusing on just transition and on learning-by-doing practices. For instance, the OECD Rural Study on Mining Regions and Cities Case of Västerbotten and Norrbotten in Sweden has identified fourteen regions of similar characteristics that are undergoing transformation and that may serve as an inspiration to each other. One of these regions is, for instance, the Karlovy Vary region in Czechia. In this case, mining partnership schemes such as the Association of Regions of the Czech Republic can be an inspiration for Swedish and other counterparts. In light of decarbonisation, outmigration or a low entrepreneurship culture, concrete recommendations were provided to help make the Swedish regions leaders in sustainability. These recommendations are relevant not only to the Swedish regions, but also to other regions undergoing transformation, and where, for instance, enhancing the innovation ecosystem or fomenting internal and external cooperation can increase regional well-being. What’s more, the complex just transition process creates space for collaboration on several levels – between governments, cities, civil society representatives, academia, private sector etc.

FORESTRY

The climate crisis is intrinsically linked to the biodiversity crisis. Building on the EU Biodiversity Strategy for 2030, the topic of land use, land use change, and especially forestry is also of shared interest to many states as forests and wooded areas cover over 43.5% of the EU’s land space. Concerning the Nordic countries and the V4 region, in 2019 forests covered 79% of Finland, 72% of Sweden and also 45% of Slovakia, 35.6% of Czechia, 34% of Poland and 24% of Hungary. The role of carbon sinks is key, but due to climate change impacts and related bark beetle crises, Czech forests have turned from carbon sinks to sources of CO₂.

According to the New EU Forest Strategy for 2030, the role of forests is key in decarbonisation as it is planned that forests will remove 310 million tonnes of CO₂eq net by 2030 (overall EU target for net removals) while their multifunctionality is recognised as well. The Forest Strategy further provides space for cooperation as forest protection, restoration and sustainable forest management is linked to governance, sustainability and legality of value chains, biodiversity and livelihoods of local populations (bio-economy, bioenergy, ecotourism etc.). The Strategy aims to approach forest conservation in a holistic way, thus providing an overview of various methods on how to enhance EU forests’ health and overall resilience. Among the

---

many possibilities is, for instance, the promotion of a network of forest-dominant rural areas and municipalities to give voice to forest rural areas and to ensure their representation in key initiatives (Rural Observatory, ENRD Portal) as well as facilitating specific assessments of needs of EU forest areas. Forest stakeholders are encouraged to join the Pact for Skills that aims to incentivise private and public stakeholders to take concrete (climate) action. More technical tools are also put forward, such as the carbon farming initiatives, echo-schemes on agroforestry or payment schemes for ecosystem services for forest owners and managers. One such scheme that can serve as an inspiration to other Member States is the Finnish METSO programme - an initiative focusing on voluntary forest protection by landowners.

**TRANSPORT**

Unlike other sectors in the EU’s economy, transport emits an increasing amount of greenhouse gases, almost 25% of total EU emissions. As the data shows, the transition to a greener and smarter mobility will be complicated, but at the same time, its aim is to design accessible and affordable transport and logistics solutions to all Europeans, connecting rural and remote regions. The Fit for 55 package points to many proposals directed towards the revision of CO₂ standards for cars and vans, sustainable maritime fuels, recharging and refuelling infrastructure etc. It is, however, important to note that rail (and waterborne) transport have the lowest emissions per kilometer and unit transported, are the best choice for personal travel in terms of emissions, and therefore deserve special attention also in the context of possible partnerships.

In light of the need to develop low-carbon transport systems, there is potential, for instance, in expanding the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) corridors and extending the capacities for intermodal traffic. An example of a successful railway connection among different parts of Europe is the Rail Baltic project of the North Sea-Baltic corridor. The railway connects Helsinki and Warsaw, and allows further connection with other states. The expansion of the railway system towards the Western Balkans and other regions can ensure stronger integration and bring new dynamism to regional cooperation. The “connectivity agenda” can further drive economic growth and new green jobs as well as support the leadership of various countries, such as Bulgaria in realizing the Alpine-Western Balkan corridor. It is therefore important to, for instance, initiate the restoration of international railways.

---

LEADERSHIP

In order to put in practice a comprehensive and interconnected set of proposals or any efficient decarbonising policy or tool, it is important to have a critical, yet intangible, component – leadership. In terms of international cooperation, the Nordic council can be understood as an example of an actor that is lacking in both the V4 region and also in the Western Balkans. Whereas the Visegrad Group tries to reflect “the efforts of the countries of the Central European region to work together in a number of fields of common interest within the all-European integration”, it does not provide the necessary leadership needed in tackling the climate crisis. In fact, it is the Nordic Council that has the ambition to make the Nordic region the world’s most sustainable and integrated region by 2030. In order to do so, “the Nordic civil society network is being established to make the voice of civil society better heard in efforts towards achieving this vision”. In this regard, the V4 Group does not have the ambition to lead the change. On the contrary, it is stated in the V4 Presidency Programme of Hungary (July 1, 2021 - June 30, 2022) that “it is the shared goal of the Visegrad countries to be among those who benefit from the global economic and political changes”. Benefitting from change is not the same as leading the change. There is therefore a large potential for the V4 region to have higher ambition, to see itself in another light and as the actual agent of change. What’s more, a positive - and so far missing - approach based on ownership of one’s decarbonisation agenda, and learning from the experience of the Nordic Council may serve as an inspiration for states in the Western Balkans and other regions in being open and welcoming towards civil society and new ways of thinking.

5. Contributing to the debate on the Conference on the Future of Europe as the V4

With climate change here to stay and as it is having multi-faceted impacts, the climate crisis presents an opportunity for countries to cooperate transnationally and globally, and enhance each other’s capability to not only decrease more emissions, but also to be more climate–resilient. What role is the V4 currently playing in this challenge and how can it evolve in a constructive manner? What role does it have in building back better, greener, bolder? And more interestingly, building on experience, what actors in the V4 are perhaps more relevant than the state leaders?

The string of climate lawsuits against many EU governments, and of the V4 especially, together with raising demand for climate change demonstrated by official surveys show that EU citizens understand the need for a green transformation. The Conference on the Future of Europe is a unique bottom-up exercise in which the ambitious public can share its views on how the EU should approach its future. Although the Visegrad countries are no strangers to economic transformation, the citizens are not used to publicly and freely expressing their opinions as the tradition of public debates is not very long-established in the region. However, there are several ways the Visegrad countries can contribute to the success of the CoFoE in light of current and future partnerships.

50 “About the Visegrad Group – Visegradgroup,” https://www.visegradgroup.eu/about.
Firstly, the CoFoE should receive more attention from all actors – the governments, media, CSOs, municipalities etc. Once these actors have joined the discussion on the future of the continent, they may bring in topics that are important to them also in terms of possible cooperation, such as just transition, forestry, transport, and leadership. Next, competent actors can imitate the European Citizens’ Panel for instance, including its focus on representativeness, and organize debates on the topics that are most key as well as interesting to the regions’ populations. The aim of the debates would be to enhance citizens’ understanding of the issues and more debates can further be organised within the V4 region and in partnership with other regions’ representatives (EU, non-EU, especially the Western Balkan states).

In terms of concrete contributions, the unique experience of the V4 region can enrich the CoFoE by bringing into the discussion views reflective of Central European history, narratives etc. The multilingual platform also provides space for various, yet like-minded, actors to support each others’ ideas and so bring attention to them. Last but not least, the V4 can push for the CoFoE to come to specific conclusions and address topics that are important from their perspective, such as the inclusion of the Western Balkan states, just transition, the end of fossil fuel subsidies etc. The more specific the conclusions are, the bigger potential they will hold in terms of real change, as, for instance, EU climate policies and the CoFoE can be mutually supportive.

**Conclusion**

The CoFoE is a unique experiment demanding not only participation from citizens, but also leadership from political representatives. The Visegrad states are not as experienced in organising citizens’ assemblies and participating in them, as for instance, France, Ireland or the UK, however, the region as such shares historical experience that cannot be disregarded when discussing the EU’s future. Moreover, several topics that are relevant to the Visegrad region in the context of decarbonisation, such as just transition, transport, forestry, and leadership, are germane also to other EU regions. This fact opens up space for partnerships, experience sharing, deeper integration, and the strengthening of common values.

In light of the Visegrad countries’ ambition to integrate the Western Balkan states into the EU, it is necessary for the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia to step up their game in climate change also within their borders, and thus to strengthen the EU’s unity, and so its leadership role on the global level. After all, most V4 states have been members of the EU now for over 17 years and should support the culture of dialogue and determined intention to cooperate. Looking at common interests and developing new ones is also key and may lead to improvements in various fields, such as the development of rural areas where the speed of implementation of beneficial policies is seen as unconvincing by many and the functioning of the EU as far-fetched and complicated. It is also in these areas where the implementation of just transition will be crucial.

If the political representation understands climate change as a process that may also lead to positive change and the CoFoE as a tool also for cultivating debating skills, more lessons can be learned from regions that have a long history of sustainability and that have not been afraid to embrace their leadership role in this field. The V4 region can further act as a bridge by playing its part in the EU, strengthening ownership of a fossil-fuel detox and also by sharing best practices with the green transformation with other countries, such as those not yet in the EU.
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